The weakly coupled vacuum ofEs ®Es heterotic string theory remains an attractive scenario for particle physics. The particle spectrum and the issue of dilaton stabilization are reviewed. A specific model for hidden sector condensation and supersymmetry breaking, that respects known constraints from string theory, is described, and its phenomenological and cosmological implications are discussed.
Introduction: Approaches to the Theory of Everything
These daysinany theorists like to think that they ate, in one way or another, working on the Theory of Everything (ToE). There are two basic approaches.
Bottom Up
The first approach starts with experimental data with the aim of deciphering what it implies for an underlying, more fundamental theory. Its practitioners are usually called phenomenologists. One outstanding datilm is the observed large gauge hierarchy,' i. e., the ratio i df the Z mass, characteristic of the scale of electroweak symnietry breaking, to the reduced Planck scale mp:
mz ~ 90GeV« mp = V ~7r ~ 2 x 10 18 GeV,
which can be'technically resolved by supersymmetry (SUSY) (among other conjectures-that have been tightly constrained by'experimental data, close to the point of being excluded as relevant to the gauge hierarchy). In addition, the conjunction ofSUSY and general relativity (GR) inexorably,. implies supergravity (SUGRA). Theabsence of observed SUSY partners (sparticles) requires broken SUSY in the vacuum, and a more detailed analysis of the observed particle spectrum' constrains the mechanism of SUSY-breaking in'the observable sector: spontaneous SUSY-breaking is not viable, leaving soft SUSY-breaking as the onlyoptiori that preserves the technical SUSY solution to the hierarchy problem. This means introducing SUSY-breaking operators of dimeilsionthree or less-such as gauge invariant· masses-into the Lagrangian for the SUSy· extension of the Standard Model (S,M). The unattractiveness of these ad hoc soft terms strongly suggests that they ai-ise from spontaneous SUSY 'breaking in a "hidden sector" of the underlying theory. BaSed on the above facts, a number of standard scenarios have emerged. These include:
• Gravity mediated SUSY-breaking, usually understood as "Minimal SUGRA" (MSUGRA), wifh masses offixed spin particles set equal at the Planck scale; this scenario is typically characterized by 'mscaiars = mo > mgauginos = m! '" mgravitino = m ~ at the weak scale. 2 2 • Anomaly mediated SUSY-breaking [1, 2] , in which mo = m!= 0 classically; these models are (RS) "separable potential" , constructed [1] to mimic SUSY-breaking on a brane spatially separated from our own in a fifth dimension; in this scenario mij < 0 and mil arises first at two loops. More 1 generally, the scalar ~asses at o.ne lo.o.p depend o.n the det~i1~ of Planck-scale physics [3] .
• Gauge med~ated SUSY uses a hidden sector that has ren9r,malizable gauge interactions with~he SM particles. These scenario.s are typically characterized by small mi. . ", will bespecificallyc(;mcentrating Qn this theQry, and T-duality will, play an importantro.le;
Ano.therimageQfM-theQry, shQwn in Figure 2 , which I call ,the "puddle diagpm:'" indicates [6] that all the knQwn ,superstring theQries, as well as D= 11 SUGRA, are particular limits of M-' t!1:eo.ry .. Currently, there is a lot Qf activity in type I and, II, theo.ries, ()r mQregenerally in theories .
with.branes: SiInUarly the HQfava-Witten (HW) scenario. [7] and its iJJsp~ratiQns have, received of the Standard Model. Hence E6 'is identified as the gauge group of the "observable sector", and the additional Es is attributed to a "hidden sector", that interacts with the former only with gravitational strength couplings. Orbifolds, which are flat spaces except for points of infinite' curvature, are more easily studied than 'CY manifolds, and orbifold compactifications that closely mimic the CY compactification described above, and that yield realistic spectra with just three generations of quarks and leptoIl~' have been found [12] . In this case the surviving gauge group [13] in which gaug~ flux is trapped arqund"holes" or ",tubes" in the
, . . . .
compact manifold, ina manner reminiscent of t,he Ar:ahonov-Bohm effect. The vacuum value of the'trappeq flux < f dfm Am> has, the same effect '~ ,a,n cU:ljoint lIiggs, without the complicatimls of having to construct a potential for large Higgs representatiolls that, can actually reproduce the properties of th~ observed vacuum [14] . When this effect }s included, the ,gauge group in four dimensions is
There are many other foUr dimensional string vacua in addition to the Class of vacua described above. However the attractiveness of that picture is that the requirement of N == 1. SDSY naturally results in a phenomenologically viable'gauge group and particle spectrum. 'Moreover, the gauge symmetry can be broken tOa product group embeddiIlg the'Standard Model without the necessity of intrbducinglarge Higgs'representations. In addition, the Es 0 E8 string theory provides a hiddeIlsector needed foraviabletheoryofspontaneously broken SDSY. More specifically, if'some su:bgro~pga of~hid;is asymptotically free, with a fJ-function coefficient b a > b SU (3) , defined by the reriormaliza;tion 'group equation (RGE) . 
The Runaway Dilaton: A Brief Abridged History
Thesuperpotential (4) results in a potential for the dilaton of the form V(s) ex: e-2Res/ba, which has its minimum at vanishing vacuum energy and vanishing gauge coupling:
This is the notorious runaway dilaton problem. The effective potential for s is in fact determined tThroughout I use capital Greek or Roman letters to denote a chiral superfield, and the corresponding lower case letter to denote its scalar component. 5 from ano'inaly matching' [18] : o£eU(s, u) f----t O£hid(gauge), where u, (u) = ().A)ga ,is the lightest scalar boune! state of the strongly interaCting, confined gauge seCtor. Just as in QeD, the effeCtive low ehergytheory of bound states must reflect both the symmetries and the anomalies-quantum induced breaking of classical symmetries-of the underlying Yang-Mills theory. It turns out that the effective quantum field theory (QFT) is anomalous under T-duality. Since this is an exact symmetry of heterotic string pertwbation theory, it means that the effective QFT is incomplete. This is cured by including model dependent string-loop threshold correCtions [19] as well as a "Grei:m-Scnwarz" (GS) . counter-tertn [20], named'in analogy to a similar anomaly canceling mechanisfu: in 'iO~D SUGRA [11] . This introduces dilaton-moduli mixing, and the gauge coupling con~fant is IlOW identified as g2 = 2,(i) , i-I = 2Res -bLI In{2Ret I ) , where b:::; bEs =30/811"2 is the coefficient of the GS'term. It also introduces a second runaway direction, this time at strong coupling: . V -+ -00 for g2 -+ 00: The small coupling behavior is unaffeCted, but the potential becorttes negative ~or a =i/2tr > .57. This is the strong coupling regime, and nonperturbativestring effects 'cannot be neglected; they are expected [21] to modify the .Kahler potential for. the dilaton, and' therefore tliepot~ntial V (i, u) . It haS been shown [22, 23] that these co~tributions can indeedstitbilize the dilaton.
The remainder of this paper describes an explicit model [22] based on affine level one § orbifolds ~ith thteeuntwistedmo,duli TI and a gauge group of the form (2). Retaining just one or tW6t~rms
of the suggested parairieterizations [21] of the nonperturbative string correCtIons: ani-n/2e~Cn/..;e or a~t~n)e-CnXe, the potential can be made positive definite ev~rywhere and the parameters can be chosen to fit two data points: the coupling constant g2 ~ 1/2 and the cosmological constant. A :::= O. This is fine tuning, but it can be done with reasonable (order 1) values for the parameters en, an· If there are several condensates with different ,B-funCtions, the potential is dominated by the condensate with the largest ,B-Junction coefficient b+,and the result is essentially the same as in the single condensate case, except that a small mass is generated for theaxion Ims.
Features of the Cond~nsation Model
In this model, mass hierarchies arise from the presence of ,B-function coefficients; these have interesting;implications for both cosmology and the spectrum ~f sparticles-the supersymmetricpartners of,theSM particles.'
, §This is a simplifying but .not a necessary assumption.
'I[ The soft SUSY breaking parameters wer~ calculated in [22] for < tI >= 1; the results are similar if < tI >= e;1r/6. 
Modular·Cosmology
The masses of the dilaton d = Res and the complex t-moduli are related to the gravitino mass by' [22] (1) problem [24] in nucleosynthesis.
If there is just one hidden sector condensate, the axion a = Ims is massless up to QCD-induced effects: ma rv (AQCD/Ac)~m~ rv 1O'-geV, and it is the natural candidate for the Peccei-Quinn 2 .
axion. Because of string nonperturbative corrections to its gauge kinetic term, the decay constant fa of the canonically normalized axion is reduced with respect to the standard result by a factor b+£2.j6 ~ 1/50 if b+ ~ .1bEs, which may be sufficiently small to satisfy the (looser) constraints on fa when moduli are present [25] .
Sparticle Spectrum
In contrast to an enhancement of the dilaton and moduli masses, there is a suppression of gaugino masses: m 1 ~ b+ m ~, as evaluated at the scale Aa i;n the tree, approximation. As a consequence Scenario A is viable for 1.65 < tan/3 < 4.5, and scenario D is·viable for all ~alues of tan/3, which is the ratio of Higgs vev's in the supersy~metric extension of the SM that requires two Higgs chital multiplets. The viable range of (b+, b~) parameter space is shown [28] in Figure 3 for 9 2 =~. The dashed lines represent the possible dominant condensing hidden gauge groups g+ E Es with chiral matter in the coset space ES/ghid.
Other Issues in Cosmology

Flat Directions in the Early Universe
Many successful cosmological scenarios-such as an epoch of inflation-require flat directions in the potential. A promising scenario for b~ryogenesis suggested [29] by Affleck and Dine (AD) requires in p<trticular flat directions during inflation in sparticle field space: < if>, < i ># 0, where T denotes the s1.lperp(lItner of the fermion f. While flat directions are common in SUSY the~ries, they are ge~erally lifted [30] in the early universe by SUGRA co~plings to the potential that drives inflation. This problem is evaded [31] in models with a -"no-scale" strudure, such as the classical potential for the untwisted sector of orbifold compactifications. Alth~ugh the GS term breaks the no-scale property of the theory, quasi-flat directions can still be found: An explicit inodel [32] for .inflation based' on the effective theory described above allows dilaton'stabilization within-its domain of attraction with one or more moduli stabilized at the vacuum value tJ = e.i'lr/6. One ofthe moduli maybe the..infiaton. The moduli masses (i) are sufficiently large to evade the late moduii decay_ problem in nucleosynthesis, but unlike the dilaton, they are insufficient to avoid a large relic LSP density without violation [33J of R-parity (a quantum number that distinguishes SM particles from their superpar,t'ners). If R-parity is conserved, this problem can be evaded if the moduli ar~ stabilized at or near their vacuum'values-or for a modulus that is itself the inflaton; It is possible that the requirement that the remaining moduli be in the domain of attraction is sufficient to avoid the problem altogether. For example, if ImtJ = 0, the domain of attraction near tJ = 1 israther limited: 0.6 < RetJ < 1.6, and the entropy produced by dilaton decay with an initial value in this range might be less than commonly assumed. The dilaton decay to its true ground state may provide [34] partial baryon number dilution, which is generally needed for a viable AD scenario.
-Relic Density of the Lightest SUSY Particle (LSP)
Two pertinent questions for SUSY cosmology are:
." ' .
~
• Does the LSP overclose the Universe?
• Can the LSP be dark matter? As discussed by Joe Silk [35] , the window for LSP dark matter in the much-studied MSUGRA ~,cenario [36] , has become ever more tiny as the Higgs mass limit has increased; in fact there is not much parameter space in which the LSP does not overclose the universe. The ratios of electroweak sparticle masses at the Plank scale determine the composition of the LSP (which must be neutral)
ill. terms of the Bino (superpartner of the SM U (1) sparticle (in this case a stau i), allowing significant coannihilation. Relaxing this assumption [28] it was found that a predominantly Bino LSP with a small ?-dmixture of Wino can provide the observed amount f2d of dark matter. In the condensation model, this occurs in the region indicated by fine points in Figure 3 . In this model the deviation from the MSUGRA scenario is due to the importance of loop corrections to small tree-level gaugino masses; in addition to a small Wino component in the LSP, its near degeneracy in mass with the lightest charged gaugino enhances coannihilation. For larger b+ the LSP becomes pure Bino as in MSUGRA, and for smaller values it becomes Wino-dominated as in. anomaly-mediated models which are cosmologically safe, but do not provide LSP dark matter, because Wino annihilati,on is too fast.
Issues: Realistic Orbifold Models
Orbifold compactifications with the Wilson line/Hosotani mechanism needed to break E6 to the ·-SM gauge group generally have b+ :S b :SbEs' An example is a model [12] with hidden gauge group 0(10) and b+ = b = bOCIO)' It is clear from (1) that this would lead to disastrous modular cosmology, s'ince the t-moduli are massless. Moreover, in typical orbifold compactifications, the gauge group -gobs 0 ghid obtained at the string scale has no asymptotically free subgroup that could condense to trigger SUSY-breaking. However in many compactifications with realistic particle spectra [12] , the effective field theory has an anomalous U(l) gauge subgroup, which is not anomalous at the string theory level. The anomaly is canceled [37] by a GS counterterm, similar to the GS term introduced above to cancel the modular anomaly. This results in a D-term that forces some otherwise flat direction in scalar field space to acquire a vacuum expectation value, further breaking the gauge symmetry, and giving masses of order AD to some chiral multiplets, so that the ,B-function of some of the surviving gauge subgroups may be negative below the scale AD, typically an order , , of magnitude below the string scale. The presence of such a D-term was explicitly invoked in the above-meritioned i~ationary model [32] . Its incorporation into the effectiv~ condensation potential is under study."
There is a large vacuum degeneracy associated with theD-term hiduced br~~king ofthe anomalous U(l), resulting in many massless "D-riloduli" thatha've the'p~tential for a yet more disastrous modular cos~ology [38] . However preliminary results i~dicate that the b-moduli couplings to matter condensates lift the degeneracy to give cosmologically safe D~moduli m:asses. Althohgh the D-term modifies the potential for the dil~ton, one still obtains moduli stabilized at~eif-dual points giving FCNC-free dilaton dominated SUSY-breaking, an enhanceddilaton mass md and 'a suppressed axion coupling fd' An enhancement of the ratio mtI jm'J. can result from couplings to , ' " . , 2 , condensates of U(l)-charged D-moduli, that also carry T-modular weights.
, . Conclusions
The lessons of this talk are three-fold:
• Quantitative shldies with predictions for observable phenomena are possible within the context of the WCHS.
• Experiments can place restrictions on the underlying theory, such as the hidden gauge sector physics through restriction on the allowed (b+, b~J parameter space, and the couplings and modular weights of D-moduli when an anomalous U(l) is present.' 'Experiments can 'also dnform us about.
Plank scale physics, such as matter couplings to the GS term. The one-loop corrections to the soft scalar potential are also sensitive to the details Of Plank scale physics.
• 
